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Some background on <y> for (th)

<ð> 
  
<þ>  ME

OE <þ, ð>
<th>

~ <y>

OE /θ/  >   [θ, ð]

ME /θ, ð/

Benskin (1982)



shapes on the page
sound values

“remappings … during the transition between Old and Middle English caused 
the figurae <þ>, <y>, <ƿ> and <ʒ> in some writing systems to become 

floating. That is, they are ‘unanchored’ from their original potestatic moorings 
and can therefore be redeployed.”  

(Laing and Lass 2009: 16)

Some background on <y> for (th)

Benskin (1982)



OE <þ, ð>

<ð> 
  
<þ>  

<th>

ME

<th>

~ <y>

OE [θ, ð]

ME /θ, ð/

Some background on <y> for (th)



<þ/y>northern system

Stenroos (2004) Benskin 1977, 1982, 
Laing and Lass 2009

<þ> ~ <th>southern system

/ð/ 
they 
them 
there

/θ/ 
think 
through 
thousand

Jordan 1974, Benskin 1977, 
1982, Stenroos 2004, Jensen 
2012, Adamczyk 2016

vs <th>

ME <þ> ~ <y>

bath > think > brother > there

Some background on <y> for (th)



Stenroos (2004) 
c.1000 LALME texts 

Jensen (2012) 
22 legal docs (YRK), MEG-C 

Adamczyk (2016) 
126 legal docs (North), MEG-C 



<y> is an option for spelling [j]
(Laing and Lass 2009)

Some background on <y> for (y)

(Benskin 1982: 16-17, fn.7)

iere 
yere 
ʒere 
ʒhere 
yhere

year
selected LALME spellings:



Meanwhile in Scotland….



The FITS Project (From Inglis To Scots)

๏ Researching the early sound/spelling history of Scots 
๏ Data: A Linguistic Atlas of Older Scots (LAOS) (Williamson, 2008)  

๏ c.1250 Scots ‘local documents’ (c. 400k wds) dated 1380-1500  
๏ Restricted to Germanic root morphemes 
๏ Grapho-phonological parsing 
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• Resolves word forms into units of spelling, e.g. 
• <oyer> ‘other’ <o> | <y> | <e> | <r>

Grapho-phonological parsing (Kopaczyk et al. 2018)

linguistic context
• word class 
• adjacent units 

extralinguistic info
• date 
• location 
• text

changes  
etymological source



Sound-substitution set for consonantal <y>

http://www.amc.lel.ed.ac.uk/fits/medusa/fits-display-synchronic-data-consonantalY.html


<y> and <th> in 15c Scots

Data categories 
• Function words (voiced, initial):  

• These are not generally included in FITS 
• An overview of the raw data in LAOS is given 
• Some function words are included in FITS when 

they overlap with content categories  
• e.g. there, as it is in thereafter adv 

• Content words  
• Initial (voiceless) 
• Medial (voiced) 
• Final (voiceless?)



Function words in LAOS

• Demonstratives and personal pronouns  • Etymologically [θ] 
• Voiced in pre-Scots

that the

thee, 
thou,  
thy

they, 
them, 
their

this

LAOS data 
• 1380-1500 
• 36,000+ tokens 
• <y> consistently 

over 80% of 
attestations



Function words in FITS: Temporal dimension

thence, there, 
thither, 
though, thus  

N=1692 

• [ð] is represented, 
overwhelmingly, as <y> 

• This pattern is 
particularly consistent 
towards then end of our 
period when data is 
most abundant 

density of attestations across the 
corpus period



• Etymologically voiceless: 
don’t tend to voice. 

• Only one attestation with 
<y>: thief  

• FITS data is coeval with the 
LALME dates (so with 
Stenroos 2004)  

• Alas, a different pattern 
from ME documents! 
• A near-categorical 

distinction!

Content words: initial position

Function
thence, 
there, 
thither, 
though, 
thus  

Content
thatch, 
thing, 
think, 
thorn, 
threat, 
etc.

N= 1872



Content words: Medial position

brother, either, further, 
gather, other, rather, 
smithy, etc

N=1881 

• Medial fricatives are 
etymologically voiced, 
with no reason for 
devoicing 

• In early data we find 
far more <th> graphs 

• By the end of the 15c, 
when our data is most 
abundant, <y> 
predominates 

• The opposite pattern 
of spread suggested 
by Benskin for NME! 

density of 
attestations 
across the 

corpus period



Content words: final position

• Pre-inflectional (th) is 
potentially voiced 

• Yet <y> is very rare 
• 1x boye ‘both’ 1385 

• <th> is the main 
variant 

• Some <ch> spellings  
• <cht> and <tht> in 

absolute final position 
• Otherwise, no real 

distinction between 
categories

Absolute 
final: 
booth,  
both 
earth 
north, 
oath, 
etc.

Inflected: 
booths,  
oaths, 
baths, 

scathed,  
etc. 

N=2519



Virtually no <y> 
Rise of <ch> 
Rise of final <t>

Content words: absolute final position

Diachronic look at word-
final category (excluding 
inflected forms)

N=2365 



Conclusions and future directions

• The development of <y> appears to be different in Scots 
from what we find in Middle English 

• There is an emerging norm that continues to develop 
throughout the period, at least for initial and medial position: 
• <y> is used for voiced contexts (initial function + medial) 
• <th> is used for voiceless contexts (initial content + final) 

• The <y>-for-voiced convention appears to spread from 
initial to medial position, possibly a result of the initial 
spelling distinction between function and content words.



Conclusions and future directions

• No <y>-for-voicing in final position: 

• This may be the result of final devoicing which affected 
word-final fricatives in Older Scots. 

• This may have spread to pre-inflectional position too (cf. 
Maguire et al in prep. for labio-dental fricatives)



Conclusions and future directions

• But, why is Scots different from ME in its use of <y>? 
• Although <y> is used widely as a vocalic element, in consonantal 

position, it is rarely used as anything but [ð] 
• The [j] uses of <y> are extremely rare, this sound being 

represented mostly by <ʒ> or <yh>, throughout our corpus-period. 
• <y> was “free” to take over other consonantal sound values. 
• In final position, however, there were further restrictions, as <y> 

was often the second element of vocalic digraphs, which 
overlapped, positionally, with word-final fricatives (cf. day, key, etc)  

• The result is a unique but very consistent system of indicating 
voicing in dental fricatives.



Uses of a GP-parsed corpus

• Synchronic 15C Scots 
• Interpretations of <y> 
• Spellings of [θ] 

• Diachronic (regressive) 
• Sources of 15C Scots sounds 

• Diachronic (progressive) 
• Reflexes of OE sounds 

• For any unit of sound or spelling  
• Contexts in which attested (linguistic & extra-linguistic)
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Thanks!
The FITS Project

AHRC AH/L004542/1 I121213-0507 



Function words in FITS: Spatial dimension

<y> (red) <th> (red)



[ð]-medial content words: Spatial dimension

<y> (red) <th> (red)



• <ch> spellings enter the system gradually in the 15c, perhaps 
as a backspelling based on [x]-final words spelled with <th>. 

• This may be reinforced by figural confusions among <c> and 
<t> 

• <cht> and <tht> also emerge, possibly on analogy with [θ(t)] 
forms of original [xt] words, such as night and right. 



How do we reconstruct OSc sound values? 

Triangulate:

[?]

Spelling 
Evidence

Data from 
earlier and 
later stages

Typology 
of sound 
change

Phonological 
theory

Scholarly 
literature






